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1 Introduction 

1.1.1 This submission forms a written summary of the case put forward orally by the 

Applicant at the hearing into the Compulsory Acquisition of rights over land in 

connection with the Brechfa Forest Connection Project held on Wednesday 2 and 

Thursday 3 December 2015. 

1.1.2 The submission generally follows the topic headings set out in the Hearing Agenda 

and other issues raised by the Examining Authority at the Hearings. 
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2 Agenda item 4 - report from Applicant on the position 

in respect of: 

2.1 Crown Land in relation to s.135 Planning Act 2008 ("the Act") 

2.1.1 S.135 requires the appropriate Crown Authority to consent to acquisition. 

2.1.2 This provision is relevant in two respects in the current case:  

i. Land in the Brechfa Forest which is under the control of NRW which is acting 

on behalf of the Welsh Ministers. The Applicant confirmed that NRW are the 

competent Crown Authority to give this consent under s.135 (now see 

confirmation letter at Document 21). 

ii. Land in and around the River Towy which is held by the Crown Estate. 

2.1.3 In both cases, the Crown is raising no objection in principle to the acquisition of the 

relevant rights. 

2.1.4 In relation to the Brechfa Forest, the nature of the compensation payable has been 

agreed in principle and heads of terms ("HOTs") have been sent to be signed in the 

last 2 weeks. 

2.1.5 In relation to the River Towy, there is no in principle objection to the crossing or to 

the acquisition. Negotiations as to price are advanced. 

2.1.6 Formal written consent is required for the Crown consents, and will be forwarded to 

the Examining Authority as soon as available, and in any case well before the close 

of examination. 

2.2 Category 3 Persons 

2.2.1 The categorisation of persons under the Planning Act 2008 is relevant to the issue 

of notification of the application (see s.56). 
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2.2.2 A person is in Category 1 or 2 if the land taken, or the land over which an interest is 

taken is owned, leased, or the person owns another interest in the land (see s.57). 

2.2.3 A person is in Category 3 if the Applicant thinks that if the order sought by the 

application were to be made and fully implemented, the person (notwithstanding he 

is NOT an owner, lessee etc.) would or might be entitled to make a "relevant claim". 

2.2.4 The scope of the relevant claim for these purposes is very limited. This reflects the 

fact that in the law of England and Wales, the grant of planning permission or 

development consent (as opposed to compulsory acquisition of land owned or 

leased etc.) does not give rise to compensation. There are, however, two types of 

depreciation which do give rise to a 'relevant claim'. 

2.2.5 "Relevant claim" is defined by s. 57(6) which is inclusive. There are no claims which 

are relevant which fall outside those categories. 

2.2.6 The relevant Claims are a claim under section 10 of the Compulsory Purchase Act 

1965 ("CPA") and a claim under Part 1 of the Land Compensation Act 1973. They 

each give rise to a claim under tort law in very different circumstances. A tort is a 

civil wrong. An example of a tort would be one party used their land in a way which 

affects another person's enjoyment of their land. This can be a nuisance (which is a 

tort). The harm must be more than de minimis, and more than the ordinary use of 

the land. 

2.2.7 Section 10 applies to injurious affection to land not taken by compulsory purchase 

as a result of the execution of works (as opposed to their operation). 

2.2.8 It provides that a right to injurious affection to such land is recoverable but only in 

very specific circumstances. Eligibility under s.10 where land is not taken requires 

compliance with the "McCarthy Rules" which in turn require the relevant landowner 

to establish an actionable interference (or nuisance) with their land. (See too 

guidance at 3.4 Compulsory Purchase and Compensation). There is no general 

right to compensation for depreciation, only a right to compensation for an 

actionable tort as a result of the execution of the works under s.10. 
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2.2.9 Given the nature and scale of the works proposed here and the nature and pattern 

of the landowning proposed the Applicant does not believe that there is a category 

of persons outside of Category 1 and 2 who would have a relevant actionable claim, 

say in nuisance, under s. 10 resulting from the execution of the works.  

2.2.10 Mrs Reader questioned whether she will still have a right to bring a claim. The 

Applicant notes that, in response to Mrs Reader's query, the lack of a right to bring 

a claim as a Category 3 person in no way prohibits a Category 1 or 2 person 

bringing a claim under those heads of terms. 

2.2.11 The Applicant has reconsidered this position very fully as a result of the Examiner's 

questions. It has in particular considered the nature and extent of the works 

associated with the compound. 

2.2.12 It is satisfied that none of the execution (for example construction) of the works will 

come close to causing an actionable nuisance or other tort. This is consistent with 

the identification of impact of the construction phase set out in the Environment 

Statement ("ES") and agreed by the local planning authority. See, for example, 

volumes 5.2 and 6.2 of the Environmental Impact Report ("EIR"), and also the 

Statement of Common Ground with Carmarthenshire County Council ("CCC") which 

deals with this subject. 

2.2.13 Bruton Knowles has independently confirmed the Applicant's view on this matter 

and will provide a note to this effect (see now Document 20). In its view there is no 

reason for identifying a Category 3a group of potential claimants in the 

circumstances of this case. In coming to this conclusion the Applicant is aware that 

this is a live issue within the NSIP community, and therefore other wood pole DCO 

applications were considered. In the  North Wales Wind Farm Connection project, 

the Applicant in that case decided there would be no claim under Category 3a (that 

is, under s. 10), but included all Category 1 and 2 persons for completeness. Here, 

the Applicant can see no logic in doing this. Instead the Applicant has applied the 

relevant tests and considers that no person falls within this Category. In the Triton 

Knoll application, some Category 3 users were identified as users of farm tracks. 
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This was particular to that case, and the Applicant considers there is no analogous 

situation here where tortious interference to users of farm tracks would occur. 

2.2.14 The Applicant will keep this issue under constant review. The Book of Reference is 

meant to be a constantly updated resource (see paragraph 7.14 of the Examining 

Authority's report in the NLL and p. 236 Humphreys QC which suggests final 

versions should be provided with a s. 58 Certificate of compliance before the end of 

the examination).  

2.2.15 Part 1 of the Land Compensation Act provides a potential claim for those whose 

land is not taken under Category 1 or 2 as a result of the operation of public works 

by reasons of "noise, vibration, smell, fumes, smoke and artificial lighting or the 

discharge of solid or liquid substances". It is to be noticed that there is no claim at 

all under this head for visual impact which is not recoverable as a Category 3 claim. 

2.2.16 The use of the land has been very carefully considered as part of the ES process by 

the Applicant and other stakeholders, and reconsidered in light of the Examiner's 

questions regarding Category 3. No persons are identified as being in scope to 

make a claim under this head as a result of the use of the public works.  

2.2.17 This is consistent with other wooden pole line applications. Indeed in almost all 

electricity line cases, there is no identification of Part 1 potential claimants in 

Category 3. (NB: The Applicant has reviewed this statement and sought evidence of 

other projects. No examples of Category 3 claims have been revealed for wood 

pole lines.) 

2.2.18 The key point on this issue is that an order granting a DCO does not give rise to 

compensation unless land is taken, or the potential claimant falls into one of two 

very narrow categories. 

2.3 Protective Provisions and Statutory Undertaker's Apparatus 

2.3.1 The Applicant dealt with each of the Statutory Undertakers in turn: 

i. National Grid Electricity and Gas – Final Protective Provisions have been 
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fully agreed and signed by National Grid. 

ii. Dwr Cymru – An email from Dwr Cymru confirms that Protective Provisions 

have been agreed and final sign off is anticipated very soon. 

iii. BT/Openreach – Openreach have agreed their satisfaction by email, and the 

Applicant will endeavour to obtain confirmation of this in a more formal 

manner. 

iv. Mainline Pipelines Limited (Oil) – Mainline Pipelines have confirmed their 

satisfaction with the Protective Provisions, and final sign off is anticipated 

very soon. 

v. Wales and West Utilities (Gas) – The Protective Provisions have been 

agreed subject to Wales and West carrying out one detailed sight survey. It is 

anticipated final agreement will be reached before the Christmas Break. 

2.3.2 (See Document 11)  
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3 Agenda item 5 - oral representations from affected 

persons 

3.1 Mrs Susana Rentmore 

3.1.1 Mrs Rentmore noted her objection to WPD having the right to compulsory 

acquisition and raised a number of objections relating to : 

i. Payment of land agent's fees in advance; 

ii. Impact of poles on water supply; 

iii. Approach of WPD's agent's in negotiations. 

3.1.2 The Applicant's response to Mrs Rentmore's concerns were: 

i. Land agent's fees are recoverable as part of compensation. It is not usual for 

the Applicant in CA cases to pre fund objections to the scheme – this is 

simply not how the law and practice works. 

ii. Regarding the protection of water supply – the mitigation proposed is very 

efficient. The issue is leaching from the pole, and there are two ways to deal 

with this. First, to use a different type of pole, or second to surround the pole 

in a poly-urethane sleeve. The sleeves have been used is wet areas of West 

Wales and found to be very effective (no contamination has been reported or 

identified by WPD). The poles are of a relatively small diameter, planted to a 

depth of up to 2 meters. The Hydrologists report (or summary) is in the public 

domain and in the ES. However, the report will be passed to the Rentmore 

family. 

iii. The Applicant will review negotiations by land agents and ensure that all 

negotiations going forward are conducted professionally.  
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3.2 Iwan Jones on behalf of BJP clients 

3.2.1 Mr Jones first observation is that the beginning of negotiations with BJP has been 

late. BJP will submit a 'Book of Reference' that sets out the status of negotiations 

with their clients, and asked WPD to sign it in order to state that it is a true reflection 

of the negotiations. This will be provided to the Examining Authority on the 17 

December 2015. 

3.2.2 Mr Jones raised concerns that the negotiation process has been superficial, and no 

more than a tick box exercise, with Freedom refusing to answer questions, for 

example on injurious affection or other matters in the HOTs. The HOTs contain 

revised maps, which WPD's representatives failed to disclose, as well as a number 

of changes within the land owner pack and the HOTs regarding injurious affection. 

Infrastructure has been altered (single with H poles), and this has not been 

disclosed. 

3.2.3 The HOTs contain positive covenants. Mr Jones has asked repeatedly, to ad 

nausium, that WPD clarify or confirm these concerns or provide him with the 

comfort that he is wrong. Without this Mr Jones cannot advice his client's to sign 

documents.  

3.2.4 Mr Jones noted that WPD have not been sensitive. An example was an occasion 

where Freedom requested an elderly, disabled man who lives alone with cancer 

sign a HOT with no legal representation on his part. He now has a land agent, and 

is now represented by BJP. BJP do not consider he understood what he signed, 

and this may be an infringement with his Human Rights. He was advised that 

signing it would bring him the best deal, and not signing would lead to a CPO. 

3.2.5 WPD see this process as using the Act to run roughshod over land owners. A lot of 

what was said at the open floor hearing was considered constructive by Mr Jones. 

But, to date, it has not been constructive on the part of WPD - WPD consider that it 

is a done deal, and there is little requirement to engage with land owners (both BJP 

clients and other land owners).  
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3.2.6 Mr Jones noted that there were specific concerns about stage 3 consultation, the 

HOTs and other points, but would rather that they were opened up to the floor. 

3.2.7 A letter was received by Mr Jones on the morning of the hearing from Mr and Mrs 

Dufty of Bryn Farm, the proposed location of pole numbers 160, 161 and 162. It 

regarded a significant change to the Brechfa line connection (section C5). There is 

now a pole with stays in the silage field, which is unacceptable. The power line 

between pole 161 and 162 runs above their sheep handling system, which would 

affect their plans to put a roof on their sheep handling system. There are concerns 

about the HOT documents which has an alignment which has changed post stage 3 

consultation. Mr Jones requested WPD provide him with a document setting out the 

changes before and after stage 3 consultation.  

3.2.8 The Applicant noted that such a document will be contained in the schedule setting 

out the engagement with land owners. This also appeared in the appendix to CA01 

Appendix 1. It is already in the public domain. The purpose of the pre-application 

process is to have regard to changes that are requested. 

3.2.9 Mr Jones further stated that on one occasion, he had arranged a meeting with Mr 

and Mrs Sterling at 11:00 am with Freedom. Freedom did not attend, and specific 

questions were to be raised regarding the substitution of single poles with H poles. 

Mrs Sterling was happy with single poles, now she has H poles. A further meeting 

with Mr Howles was scheduled for 2:30, which Freedom cancelled the morning of 

the meeting. Mr Howles had had consultation, and the revisions have now made his 

situation worse. 

3.2.10 Mr Jones believes that BJP have acted reasonably. They have engaged in the 

process, and written to Freedom and WPD, who have not reciprocated that 

engagement. 

3.2.11 With regard to his diary, Mr Jones expects respect, and so if appointments are 

made he expects them to be met. 

3.2.12 Mr Jones had received information stating that the number of meetings held by 
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Freedom for HOTs is 26, and 13 HOTs have been signed. That is the information 

Mr Jones had been given, but he was not sure if this was correct. 

3.2.13 On the second day of hearings, Mr Jones made additional comments, as set out 

below. 

3.2.14 Mr Jones had received a phone call from Mrs Pauline Medland, a client. There is to 

be no land taken. She has similar concerns to Mrs Rentmore with regard to her 

water supply, and Mr Jones has requested that any information sent to Mrs 

Rentmore is also sent to BJP. 

3.2.15 Mr Jones noted that he has acted reasonably, and this is shown with how they have 

engaged in the process.  

3.3 Mrs Diana Reader 

3.3.1 Mrs Reader made comment regarding: 

i. an objection to the CA of her land;  

ii. a lack of engagement following the close of stage 3 consultation; and  

iii. a change of certain poles to H poles following consultation. 

3.3.2 Currently pole 155 is situated on the Reader's land. 

3.4 Mrs Jane Woods 

3.4.1 Mrs Woods requested modifications which would avoid the need for the line to run 

over their land. 

3.4.2 Mrs Woods noted she had seen no evidence to date to show that WPD has 

explored these alternatives in any way shape or form. There has been no meeting 

to discuss the impact of the line. Indeed, Mrs Woods was not aware that such 

discussions were taking place until she read WPD's response to her relevant 

representation. Upon reading this, it became clear that such discussions had taken 

place with other land owners and as a result the line has moved closer to her land. 
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With the line as it was at stage 3 consultation, Mrs Woods does not believe that CA 

of rights was necessary. Despite the significant movement, WPD did not speak to 

the Woods. 

3.4.3 There has been one meeting with Freedom to discuss HOTs. Freedom were not 

able to explain the positioning of the poles, and so that meeting was not about the 

impact upon the Woods', or what alternatives might lessen the impact. They did, 

however, want them to sign up to HOTs, which Dr and Mrs Woods felt contained 

excessive terms (for instance, the waiver of the right to make relevant 

representations). 

3.4.4 In the Book of Reference, the Woods are listed as Category 1 land owners. This is 

excessive as there are no poles on their property. Their land neighbours the 

alignment. Therefore, the extent of rights is not required. 

3.4.5 There is no evidence that WPD have looked into alternative methods to CA. 

3.4.6 No poles are proposed on the land; the closest is pole 176, and this is within 100 

meters of their property/residence. 

3.5 Mrs Miles 

3.5.1 Mrs Miles requested details of undergrounding of the existing 11KV line running 

through her property. 

3.5.2 Mr and Mrs Miles are concerned that the height of the poles are intrusive. They 

follow the eye line of the valley contour. The line also runs through all of the Miles' 

fields. 

3.5.3 Mrs Miles requested a succinct answer as to how the line route has changed 

following the decision in May 2014 not to proceed with the Bryn Llewellyn 

development. Were there any other options explored. 

3.5.4 Mrs Miles would like clarification of pole numbering. 

3.5.5 Mrs Miles would also like the applicant to consider the Human Rights Act, the 
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Equalities Act and the Wellbeing of Wales and Future Generations Act. 

3.6 Mr Leslie Birch 

3.6.1 Mr Birch noted the following issues: 

i. CA of a person's land should not be permitted.  

ii. CA should not be allowed if there is a viable alternative.  

iii. There is a responsibility to mitigate the effects of the project on land owners.  

iv. WPD have not helped landowners to engage with the project. 

v. The information provided by WPD is very difficult to follow for landowners. At 

the Alltwalis consultation, Mr Birch suggested that the documents be made 

more easy to follow by including, for instance, the property name and 

document reference numbers in a table.  

vi. The plans produced by WPD are not consistent. In the route optioneering 

report, Mr and Mrs Birch property was shown at one grid reference location, 

but subsequent plans have shown it in another. This has been reported to 

WPD. There was a call from WPD agreeing to look into the matter. A letter 

was subsequently sent to Mr and Mrs Birch admitting that on three different 

plans the grid lines did not match, and there was a new plan with further 

different grid lines. The Applicant notes that Mr Birch was written to (see 

Dcoument 24, Appendices 1-4). 

vii. The boundaries on the plans of Mr and Mrs Birch's property are not correct, 

even on the HOTs. The plans are not to scale.  

viii. Mr Birch has attempted to work out the area over which rights will be taken 

on his land. He noted that it equalled 450 m2. This will have a significant 

impact on his farming business as it incorporates the area used by his 

alpacas to shield themselves from the prevailing wind, and there is no other 

area on the land for this. Mr Birch believes this is about 3.4 times larger than 
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the area for a single pole with stays requires. 

ix. WPD have not told Mr and Mrs Birch the purpose of acquiring rights over 

their land. 

x. The nomenclature on plans is inconsistent. The strategic optioneering report 

showed plans with sections A-E. The designation has changed now on other 

plans so that the sections are now A-C. This has made it more difficult to 

follow the plans and changes to the route.  

xi. This has also made it more difficult to identify owners of unkown land. 

Further, WPD's attempts to identify unknown owners have been limited, and 

the flyers have been placed in inappropriate locations (for instance the lane 

at Nant-Y-Boncath). It would have been more helpful to send a circular to 

land owners to attempt to find this information. 

xii. There is no reference to the impact on humans, for instance health impacts 

through lack of sleep or stress. 

xiii. The Applicant noted that they would respond in writing, but also that CCC 

and NRW had stated that consultation had been more than adequate. Where 

issues had been raised by these bodies, WPD had dealt with them. Further, 

the Applicant does not agree that it is as difficult as Mr Birch feels to follow 

the plans, however will of course attempt to deal with his points in written 

representations. If there are errors the Applicant will put them right. 
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4 Agenda item 6 - to establish that the land is required 

for the development to which the development 

consent relates or that it is required to facilitate, or is 

integral to, that development and is for a legitimate 

purpose 

4.1 Extent of land required for the development 

4.1.1 In certain areas, the land required is larger than that needed for the works. It is not 

larger than the area required for matters which are incidental or necessary to the 

delivery of the project. 

4.1.2 There are areas where a degree of flexibility in the rights required is necessary to 

allow for 'micro-siting', and the need to provide welfare provisions.  

4.1.3 The total working width of land required for overhead lines is 25m.  This enables the 

Applicant to deviate the line 5m either way from the centre line, and a working width 

of 15m. The structure is 5m wide (including poles and hangers) allowing a cable 

swing of 5m either side, and a deviation of 5m either way (therefore equalling 25m). 

The height of the poles is 2m, which is secured within the DCO (Requirement 

5(b)(i)). The width of the area required for the underground section is 16m.  

4.2 Undergrounding is integral/part of the project and the purposes of 

Compulsory Acquisition 

4.2.1 Miss Morag Ellis QC and Russell Harris QC will provide a joint statement on the 

issue of 'integral development'. 

4.2.2 For the purposes of compulsory acquisition of land and interests associated with the 

undergrounding, the Act provides a variety of routes to authorisation. 

4.2.3 First and most clearly, the undergrounding forms part of the nationally significant 

infrastructure project.  
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4.2.4 Consent is required for development to the extent that development is or forms part 

of of a nationally significant project, and therefore compulsory acquisition rights will 

apply (see s.122 (2)). A 'project' is a "holistic enterprise carefully planned to achieve 

a set end" (from the Oxford English Dictionary). 

4.2.5 In this case the nationally significant project is the transmission of electricity from 

Brechfa to Llandyfaelog. The project consists overwhelmingly in the construction of 

an overhead line and its necessary mitigation. The impact of the project is mitigated 

by a short underground section of the electric line of about 3.3km. That section is a 

necessary part of the project without which electricity simply cannot be transmitted. 

It is part of the nationally significant infrastructure project (to suggest otherwise 

would be artificial), whether called integral or not. 

4.2.6 It follows that as part of the project, development consent is needed to authorise the 

underground section. If WPD sought to construct the underground section (say by 

exercising permitted development rights) it would be acting unlawfully because it 

would be constructing a development which self-evidently as a matter of fact formed 

part of the NSIP. In any case, CCC have stated they would not accept a planning 

application for the underground section, and so twin-tracking is not available. 

4.2.7 Thus, s.122 (2) of the Act, which requires that compulsory purchase is authorised 

when land is "required for the development to which the development consent 

relates". 

4.2.8 This is the position of the Welsh Assembly Government also, following the taking of 

Legal advice. (See email response in the appendix to the Explanatory 

Memorandum of the DCO). 

4.2.9 Second, and in any event, whatever the status of the undergrounding, it is clearly 

"required to facilitate or is incidental to the consented development", whatever view 

is taken as to whether the undergrounding is "integral" or part of the project. 

4.2.10 Thus, whatever view is taken on "integral", clear powers of compulsory acquisition 

exist in relation to the undergrounding element of the project. 
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4.2.11 A further view would have been taken on this at application as part of the s.55 

checklist. 

4.2.12 There are no relevant objections raised in relation to the compulsory acquisition of 

the undergrounding section. 

4.3 Whether the statutory conditions in relation to the right to exercise 

CA as set out in s.122 and s.123 of the Act are met in principle and 

in relation to individual plots, whether the purposes for which the 

compulsory acquisition powers are sought comply with s. 122(2) of 

the Act, is the land required for the development to which the 

development consent relates, and is the land required to facilitate 

or is incidental to the proposed development? 

4.3.1 The Applicant formally confirms that s. 122 and s. 123 are met in principle. This 

includes s. 122(2). The s.55 checklist and the Examiner's written questions accept 

this. 

4.3.2 The land or interests are required for the placing of the poles and the electric lines 

and associated equipment. It is also required for the undergrounding element. This 

is the development to which the development consent relates. 

4.3.3 Land or interests (including temporary rights) is also required for compounds and 

other land required to facilitate the proposed development. Other land or interests 

are required as incidental to the proposed development (in terms of deviation, 

welfare and other classes of rights which are incidental to the development). 

4.3.4 As a result, the powers sought comply with Planning Act 2008 Guidance. The 

Examining Authority is referred to answer CA04 in the Applicant's answers to the 

first questions. This sets this out in very full detail. 

4.3.5 The submissions by Dr and Mrs Woods have been reviewed in very great detail. Dr 

Woods written submission concludes that even if the land is required for the placing 

of one pole, then the range of class rights are too wide over his land. Having 

reviewed them, the Applicant is of the opinion that Dr and Mrs Woods are correct. 
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Therefore, the classes of rights over their land will be amended, in line with the 

statutory procedures. This will be reflected in the next draft of the DCO and Book of 

Reference. 

4.4 Whether the proposal would comply with the Planning Act 2008: 

Guidance on associated development for major infrastructure 

projects (Published by the department for Communities and Local 

Government April 2013) and the Planning Act 2008: Guidance 

related to procedures for the compulsory acquisition of land 

(Published by the department for Communities and Local 

Government September 2013) 

4.4.1 The Applicant refers the Examining Authority to the answer to CA04, where this 

issue is dealt with in great detail. 

4.5 The case for seeking powers of temporary possession 

4.5.1 The case for seeking temporary powers is simple. The Act allows for the creation of 

a right and its compulsory acquisition (see s. 159(3)). There is nothing in the Act 

which restricts the creation of the right to a permanent one or prohibits the creation 

of a temporary right. It would be strange to allow the creation of a permanent right 

but not a temporary one, given the intention of the Act is always to limit the 

interference with property to that which is necessary. 

4.5.2 Thus, it is not surprising to find that temporary possession powers were included in 

the Model Provisions (whether they are in force or not is moot; they are referred to 

in the PINS guidance). Temporary powers are also included in almost every DCO, 

for example: Articles 28-30 Network Rail (Norton Bridge Improvement Order) 2014, 

SI 2014/909. The Applicant also notes the Examiner's recommendation in Hirwaun 

that these were recommended to be granted (and indeed were). 
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5 Agenda item 7 - to establish a compelling case in the 

public interest for the land to be acquired 

compulsorily 

5.1 The need in the public interest for the project to be carried out 

5.1.1 The Applicant would direct the Examiner to CA01, CA04, CA05 and CA06 which 

are summarised below. 

National need 

5.1.2 It is important that this project is not seen in isolation of its national context. 

5.1.3 There is a need for the UK to diversify its sources of energy to ensure continued 

security of electricity supply. The demand for electricity is expanding very 

considerably; the need to meet that demand from sustainable sources is very great. 

5.1.4 There is already a significant shortage of electricity supply and a recognition in 

Government that unless new sources are found quickly, there is a risk of the "lights 

going out". 

5.1.5 That national imperative requires a positive consideration of new energy sources 

and an understanding that those sources will require additional transmission 

equipment to put that new energy into the local network and, at times of low energy 

demand, into the National Grid. 

5.1.6 The Development Project here forms part of the strategic policy for meeting that 

national imperative. It is in line with TAN 8. 

5.1.7 Of course each case must be judged on its merits. But those merits include the 

national requirement set out above and the need for a broad requirement for 

consistency of decision making, which is required of NSIPs and national policy 

statements.  
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5.1.8 This is not an issue of saving money for WPD. Policy EN-5 applies. If it is breached 

and lines are forced underground where there is no justification, this does not save 

RWE money, but instead electricity prices rise. If it is breached, this will set a 

precedent, and the customer will suffer. This is what drives the policy in EN-5. 

Local need 

5.1.9 Brechfa West has a DCO which recognised its contribution to this national 

imperative. It sits within a TAN 8 search area. 

5.1.10 The existing infrastructure is not capable of carrying the electricity into the local or 

national infrastructure. 

5.1.11 If Brechfa West is to make its contribution, there is a need for a connection to the 

Grid. There is a very strong public interest in such a connection meeting the 

national and local need set out above. This is reflected in other decisions of DECC. 

5.1.12 The nature of the connection falls to be determined predominantly by reference to 

EN-1 and EN-5. This is a nationally significant project and parliament has indicated 

to decision-makers that these documents should form the key basis of decision 

making in such circumstances. 

5.1.13 As set out previously, a wholly underground route would be significantly in breach of 

the guidance, the Applicant's statutory duties, and the requirements in Schedule 9 

of the Electricity Act. The understanding is that electricity transmission 

infrastructure, (particularly small scale wood poles), is not inconsistent with 

countryside location or landscape. Schedule 9 sets out that Electricity Undertakers 

must act in an economic way, since ultimately the cost of the undertaking is born by 

the customer. 

5.1.14 In the present case, there is a need, therefore, to be consistent with the Applicant's 

statutory duties for the line to be overground except where serious concern to 

especially sensitive landscapes are involved. The need for undergrounding is 

explained by the requirement to protect that part of the special landscape in the 
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Towy Valley. Officers of the local authority and their landscape architects have 

come to the same view. 

Private loss 

5.1.15 There will be private loss, but it will be limited in the context of projects such as this. 

5.1.16 The line has been constructed to avoid direct contact with residential areas and 

properties. 

5.1.17 The impact on farming practices is limited to the small areas associated with the 

poles and other equipment and has as far as possible been mitigated by reference 

to requests from farmers and farmers' representatives. Unfortunately some of those 

requests point in different directions. The issue raised by Mrs Reader about pole 

155 is a good example. One land owner was asking for the pole to be moved closer 

to the hedge, and this had an impact on another landowner. In such circumstances, 

a judgement must be made by the Applicant, the Examiner and the Secretary of 

State.  

5.1.18 In that case, a line of poles was moved closer to the hedgerows, which resulted in 

one fewer pole, but which resulted also in an H pole because of the larger span. 

This will cause private loss, but this is limited, and the Applicant has sought to limit 

it further through engagement with landowners. Further loss will attempt to be 

limited through micro siting.  

5.1.19 There exists a well settled and well understood method of calculating loss in relation 

to agricultural land.   

5.1.20 There is also beyond this a compulsory code for compensation if persons remain 

aggrieved.  

5.1.21 Losses to other business, if those businesses fall into Categories 1 and 2, would be 

subject to Injurious Affection claims. 

5.1.22 Losses to tourism are not expected to be measureable as set out in the SOCG. 
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5.1.23 It would be impossible to create a connection between Brechfa West and 

Llandyfaelog consistent with EN-1 and EN-5 without some impacts of the type 

identified above. 

5.1.24 There is no serious suggestion of a better route for a predominantly overhead line 

which would produce less private loss. 

5.1.25 Therefore, if policy is to be complied with and the connection made, losses of the 

type proposed are inevitable. 

Balance of public interest 

5.1.26 In such circumstances, the balance of public interest lies compellingly with the 

confirmation of the Order. 

5.1.27 Indeed, it is difficult to see how the project could be constructed consistent with 

meeting the national and local need and the policies in relation to undergrounding 

without causing private loss of the limited scale identified above. 

5.1.28 Mrs Woods noted that she understood it was a balance between public interest and 

private loss, but in the case of the Woods, they do not believe that no reasonable 

alternatives have been properly explored. The preference of others in the alignment 

of the route has been given greater weight. This was noted in the Applicant's written 

response to the Woods' relevant representations. 

5.1.29 Mrs Woods noted that the issue of impacting on mature trees on neighbouring land 

had been considered by the applicant, but not when the Wood's raised it at stage 2 

consultation. She suggested the applicant could make small tweaks moving back to 

the stage 3 alignment. 

5.1.30 The stage 2 alignment offered two options – one to the east and one to the west 

Tyllwd Mawr. The alignment chosen was that at stage 3, and at the very clear 

insistence of landscape experts from CCC and the Applicant to avoid a rolling hill 

vista behind the line. This was to comply with the Holford rules. This has had a 

knock on effect on the Wood's property, but the Applicant believes this is the correct 
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route. 

5.1.31 Mrs Woods noted her appreciation of the issue, but re-iterated that there had been 

subsequent route changes following stage 3 consultation, and this is why she felt 

there was still an issue. The Applicant noted their understanding of Mrs Woods' 

position, but that there would unfortunately always be private loss and this is why 

the ability to claim compensation has been provided.  
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6 Agenda item 8 - to establish that all reasonable 

alternatives to compulsory acquisition have been 

explored 

6.1.1 Good progress in reaching agreement with landowners has been made to date. 

Eighteen heads of terms have been signed (therefore there are 45 remaining 

landowners) and significant progress has been with around twenty of the remaining 

land owners. Limited progress has been made with Mr Iwan Jones so far, who the 

Applicant believes to have around 25 clients from his representations. The 

Applicant believes that the good progress made so far is indicative of the 

reasonableness of their approach. 

6.1.2 The Guidance to the Planning Act 2008 and on compulsory acquisition is clear – it 

is wholly appropriate for compulsory purchase to proceed in tandem with acquisition 

by agreement. This is particularly the case on linear projects where, by definition, 

there are very many land interests and the line is only as strong as its weakest link. 

In such circumstances, the advice given is that it is reasonable to seek compulsory 

acquisition concerning all the land required at outset (see Para. 25). It is also 

particularly relevant where land owners are fundamentally opposed to the merits of 

the scheme proceeding, and as a result are unlikely, as objectors, to agree as 

landowners. 

6.1.3 There is no requirement to achieve agreement – there is only a requirement to 

attempt to agree. The nature of the attempts must be genuine but must also respect 

the context of the scheme in which they are taking place (for instance that it is a 

linear scheme). 

6.1.4 The guidance is clear that the Applicant and all parties should act reasonably at all 

times, and continue this through the process including during and after hearings. Mr 

Jones agreed that he will seek to act reasonably. However, the Applicant 

highlighted two factors to assist the Examining authority: 
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i. First, it is right that an agent must distinguish between the merits of the 

proposal and scheme delivery on the one hand, and the proper acquisition of 

land rights on the other. 

ii. In this case the Applicant believes that in terms of Mrs Jones' clients there is 

a failure to advise his clients on the availability of compensation for injurious 

affection. There are three documents of relevance: the land owner's packs, 

the heads of terms, and the formal easement which is sent out to land 

owners upon signing heads of terms. All set out clearly and unambiguously 

that injurious affection compensation is available under the usual compulsory 

acquisition law and practice. Within the pack, injurious affection is defined as 

another payment; in the heads of terms, the terms sheet sets out the 

circumstances in which such compensation will be paid; and crucially, at 

clause 11.10 of the easement there is a right for the landowner to claim 

injurious affection. 

6.1.5 With the above in mind, the Applicant is hopeful that further progress can be made 

in reaching agreement with the remaining Land Owners. 

6.1.6 As a related point, the Applicant would like to reiterate the need for compulsory 

acquisition to sit underneath agreements. Where there are agreements, they will 

take precedence, but the Applicant is asking that these are granted as is usual in 

linear projects. 

6.1.7 If agreement is reached (as the Applicant will attempt to) those agreements are 

contracts. Contracts are only binding between the signed parties. Where there are 

many landowners and if the DCO is granted, there is a need for certainty of 

delivery. If there is just one breach of contract, this can lead to years of delay. This 

is why at footnote 3, para. 25, the guidance to compulsory acquisition recognises 

that where a scheme is in the public interest, and there are many land owners and a 

linear scheme, there is a need for CA powers to sit beneath contracts. 

6.1.8 There has been no positive response to the Applicant's adverts to identify owners of 

unknown land. Adverts were placed along the route and in local newspapers. The 
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reason that there are so many unknown owners is that CCC do not have plans 

showing the exact boundaries of their highway. When the Applicant looked at the 

highway, the lines of the registered title and the road did not always match up, and 

therefore there was a gap. It was unclear as to whether this was highway or 

belonged to the adjoining owner. The Applicant will continue to attempt to identify 

the owners. 

6.1.9 In West Wales much of the land is still unregistered. Land only becomes registered 

in West Wales once there has been a sale. Unless there has been a sale recently, it 

is unregistered and therefore harder to identify the owner. Secondly, the Book of 

Reference is ultra-cautious. There is a concept in law relating to the presumption of 

ownership of highways in the absence of a definitive map. Other projects have 

taken this concept into account. The Applicant has not, and instead where the 

Applicant can't be certain this has been made clear.  

6.1.10 The Applicant noted that the reason that voluntary agreements would pay more 

than CA compensation was by following the Guidance to Compulsory Acquisition. It 

is not a blackmail, but a reality voluntary agreements are by and large more 

valuable because they save time, money and uncertainty better than the CA 

process. 

6.1.11 The Applicant agreed to provide a schedule of land owner engagement, and a note 

setting out the Due Diligence taken to identify land owner's to plots with no identified 

land owner (see Document 1 and Document 7). 
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7 Agenda item 9 - to establish that the proposed 

interference with the rights of those with an interest 

in the land necessary and proportionate, including 

with reference to protocol 1, article 1 and article 8 of 

the European convention on human rights 

7.1.1 A number of answers in the CA section of the Examiner's questions (particularly 

CA04 (c), pages 7, 8, 9) dealt with the issue of Articles 1 and 8 of the ECHR, as 

well as in the planning statement and other application documents. The Applicant 

did not go over them in full, but rather provide a summary. Full regard has been had 

to the provisions of these Articles. In relation to Article 8, the Applicant does not see 

how development of an overhead line would breach the requirement to respect 

private and family life in any meaningful way. The economic wellbeing to the 

country would significantly outweigh any infringements of Articles 1 and 8. 

7.1.2 The existing uses are seen as important, both in human rights terms and human 

existence terms. That is why where possible the line has been moved to 

accommodate farming practice. Where there is a residual impact, this will be 

compensated for. All the statutory bodies consider the route is the best route, and 

no serious suggestion has been made of an alternative route. If they are put 

forward, then consideration must also be had of their environmental impact. 

7.1.3 The Applicant has reviewed the Equalities Act 2010. The Applicant does not believe 

that any duties under this Act are breached – indeed, we cannot see a logical 

mechanism to indicate how they might be infringed by the construction of an 

Electricity Line. The protected characteristics are age, disability, gender re-

assignment, marriage civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or 

belief, sex or sexual orientation. The Applicant cannot see how these are prejudiced 

with the application. This is reflected by CCC in their local impact report. 

7.1.4 While there is no formula when assessing Human Rights or private loss, the 
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Applicant believes there is no contest in this instance. The private loss is real and 

will be felt, but is also minor and will be compensated. That loss is not devalued. 

However, when this is balanced with the potential loss to the country (and the 

nature of the project itself), then the balance is compellingly in the public interest. 
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8 Agenda item 10 - to establish that there is a 

reasonable prospect of the requisite funds for 

acquisition becoming available 

8.1 Costs for acquisition and compensation 

8.1.1 The Inspectorate has made it clear repeatedly in its register of advice that it will not 

engage with claims for compensation or the calculation of compensation in their 

own right. This is reflected in s.102 (4) (e) also. 

8.1.2 There is a requirement in limited cases to give some consideration to the overall 

amount of compensation payable as part of the proposal coming forward, or to 

understand whether there has been a fundamental "misunderstanding of the likely 

quantum of compensation" and as a result a failure to make the proper provision for 

compensation. 

8.1.3 In this case no such concerns arise. 

8.1.4 The provision for the acquisition of land rights in the Connection Charge has 

previously been disclosed at £1.1 million. This was based on compensation 

payments identified in the landowner's pack. These in turn were based on 

established methods of evaluation which electricity companies have agreed with 

RICS, NFU, Country Land Owner's Association and others. This also includes an 

incentive payment and contingency 

8.1.5 This sum has been independently checked and verified by independent valuation 

experts Bruton Knowles, who have for the purposes of these hearings completed a 

full property cost estimate, including an appropriate contingency. This approach 

echoes that which was adopted by the Applicants in Hinkley Point. (Panel Report 

19th December 2012 Para 7.35). 

8.1.6 Consequently the Applicant is confident that their estimate is robust and sufficient. 
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8.1.7 The potential for other heads of claim also identified in response to the Examiner's 

questions as not included in the £1.1 million, such as disturbance and surface 

damage, has similarly been checked and ratified by Bruton Knowles.  

8.1.8 This additional sum which is commercially confidential falls to be added to the sum 

for land acquisition. 

8.1.9 The global sum falls well within the sums contemplated as being appropriately met 

by the Connection Charge which is included in the Applicants contract with RWE. 

Bruton Knowles will submit a report confirming this opinion (see Document 16) 

8.1.10 The Applicant's review of the amounts for compensation and acquisition cost 

estimates has not resulted in a change to the provision in the Connection Charge 

which RWE accepted when they entered into the agreement, and which the 

Applicant could call from them. 

8.1.11 As a result, the Applicant is clear that the requisite funds for acquisition (and much 

more) will be available as a result of RWE's contractual commitment. 

8.1.12 By way of additional reassurance that there is at least a reasonable prospect of the 

requisite funds being available for CA compensation, previous mention has been 

made of the Applicant's financial standing (see page 16 of the Annual Report and 

Financial Statements – CA14 Appendix 1). The Applicant (who would be primarily 

responsible for the payment of acquisition compensation) maintains an Investment 

grade credit risk rating and has access to an uncommitted facility of up to £20 

million which could be used for the purpose of meeting the Compensation payment 

based on the RIIO provisions. This fund will not be needed, but is available. 

8.1.13 In these circumstances, there ought to be no concern about the availability of funds 

for appropriate compensation, nor for the ultimate viability of the project. Neither is 

there a need for guarantee or other security (as in Dogger Bank or Rookery South). 

It is instructive given the nature of the parties involved that the local planning 

authority has not sought such an assurance. 

8.1.14 If, contrary to these submissions and in the absence of any requirement from the 
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LPA, the Secretary of State still believes that additional comfort is needed then a 

provision could be included in a planning agreement (s.106) to the effect that no 

work shall be commenced until the local planning authority is satisfied that sufficient 

funds are available to meet the compensation claims. Further a condition could be 

included in the DCO to the effect that the development could not be commenced 

unless either a guarantee in respect of the promoter's liabilities to pay the 

compensation or an alternative form of security for that purpose is in place. This 

approach was adopted in Hirwaun and Rookery South. The position of the promoter 

there was, however, very different from WPD here (see panel decision of 13 

October 2011, paras 7.25, 7.100 and Article 8 of the DCO for Rookery South). 

8.1.15 The Applicant does not believe such a DCO provision is necessary. 
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9 Agenda item 11 - the draft development consent 

order provisions 

9.1 Which articles of the DCO engage compulsory acquisition powers 

9.1.1 Articles 20(1), (2) and (3) provide the powers for the Applicant to create a new right 

over the Order Land, to acquire that right and impose restrictions to protect that 

right as set out in the Book of Reference. These rights are more particularly those 

described in Part 1 Class 1 and 2 of the Book of Reference and include rights to 

enter onto the land, carry out the proposed development and keep and maintain the 

apparatus on the land. 

9.1.2 Article 20 (5) provides that the undertaker is only required to acquire the specific 

rights necessary for the development and not any wide rights or land that the 

landowner might otherwise require the Applicant to acquire would they be seeking 

to acquire land itself.  

9.1.3 Rights are also included in Article 21 that allow the Applicant to interfere or restrict 

any existing rights over the Order land that are inconsistent with the rights being 

acquired. This Article amongst other things creates a statutory defence to a 

nuisance for which compensation is payable to a party that suffers injurious 

affection (and dovetails with the issue of Category 3 persons).  Parties with such 

rights affected or potentially affected are listed under Category 2 of the Book of 

Reference and such rights are listed in Part 3 of the Book of Reference.   

9.1.4 Further, Article 24 allows for the extinguishment of any private right or restrictive 

covenant that is inconsistent with the rights being acquired. This restriction may be 

temporary or permanent depending on the nature of the right and the right being 

acquired or exercised.  

9.1.5 Article 25 also provides that private rights and restrictions that apply to land that is 

occupied temporarily and relate to apparatus removed from the land as part of the 
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works are also extinguished permanently. Should any apparatus be removed it 

would be usual to replace this but where this is not the case, compensation is 

payable for the loss of such right.  

9.1.6 Artcle 27 allows for rights to be acquired in over and under streets. This power 

would only be necessary should the development cross streets that do not form part 

of the highway. Whilst it is not expected to apply to this application the Applicant 

has included it to ensure that all eventualities are covered in respect of the crossing 

of roads.  

9.1.7 Articles 28 and 29 relate to temporary rights (see response at 6.5) 

9.1.8 Article 30 provides a power to acquire rights or impose restrictions over statutory 

undertakers land. Such rights are subject to the protective provisions in Schedule 9.  

9.2 Whether the DCO excludes the application of a compensation 

provision or modifies the application of a compensation provision 

beyond that necessary to enable the compensation provision to be 

applied  

9.2.1 Article 19: Application and Modification of legislative provisions 

9.2.2 The Article invokes the modifications in Schedule 4 of the DCO.  The modifications 

are consistent with those adopted in other DCO's, for example the same provisions 

have been included in the Triton Knoll Electrical System Order. They modify the 

compensation provisions to reflect that the powers are limited only to the acquisition 

of rights over and imposition of restrictions over the Order land. These modifications 

are limited only to the extent necessary to apply the compensation provisions to the 

Order. The modifications do not exclude the application or right of a compensation 

provision, in fact it extends it.  

9.2.3 In all other respects the DCO provides for compensation to be paid in accordance 

with the provisions of the compensation code (being the rights to compensation in 

the Acquisition of Land Act 1973 and the Land Compensation Act 1965). The Order 

further provides for compensation to be payable where land is taken temporarily or 
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rights are interfered with.   

9.2.4 For example Article 21(2), Article 24(23), Article 27(1), Article 28(6), Article 29 (5) 

and Article 31(3) each set out that parties affected by the Order are entitled to 

compensation where relevant.  

9.3 Protective Provisions 

9.3.1 Please see submissions at 2.3.  

 




